The kinematic errors of five-axis machine tool can be identified in no-cutting situation by the special instruments. However, the measurement process is complex and time-consuming. Machining paths of the test piece can represents the relationship of the kinematic errors of the rotary axis and the machining errors of the test piece. A series of machining paths were proposed to identify the kinematic errors. A equation set of the kinematic errors was set up, from which the kinematic errors can be solved.
Introduction
The kinematic errors of five-axis machine tool can be identified by the special instruments, such as double ball bar [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , R-test [6, 7] . However, these methods have the disadvantages of computational complexity, high cost, low universality, and so on. Based on the machining tests, this paper proposed the concept of virtue sensitive direction vector, and designed a series of machining tests. The kinematic equations set of the machining errors can be obtained and three kinematic errors of the tilt axis of the rotary table can be identified.
Kinematic error identification principle based on the machining tests
The kinematic model of the rotary table is shown in Fig.1 . The kinematic errors of the rotation axis (C-axis) can be separated from the similar machining tests when the tilt axis (A-axis) is stationary [8] . Therefore, in the kinematic chain, only the translation from the coordinate{C} to {A} and the translation from the coordinate{A} to {F}should be considered [9] , as follows: 0 Figure. 1 The kinematic model of the rotary 
The initial position of the workpiece in the rotary table is: 0
Machining test 1
Where, the distance of the workpiece from the original point in the direction of +Y F is L, and the value of Z-axis of the machining plane is 0.
To increase the error sensitivity, the workpiece should be fit on the table as far as possible from the centre point of the table. So the value of L should be as big as possible.
When  =90°， 0    ，cut the workpiece on the outer side along +X F direction. When  =90°， 180    ，cut the workpiece on the outer side along +X F direction, too. The machining error between above two positions has the biggest error sensitivity to the kinematic errors in the virtue sensitivity direction. According to the principle robotic kinematic, the positon vector of the workpiece in the reference coordinate system {F} can be obtained: 
Machining test 2
The error-sensitive direction is +Z F ，and it can be represented by r 2 =[0 0 1]. The position vector in the error-sensitive direction of +Z F can be obtained：
When  =+90°， 180     ，the center point in the surface of the workpiece in the direction of -Y F is Z 2 . When  =0°， 0   ， the center point in the surface of the workpiece in the direction of -Y F is Z 1 . We can obtain:
There is a distance of -L in the direction of +X F , and there is a distance of -H in the direction of +Z F . Therefore, the actual machining error is
Where, the values of ( )-( )
and AC xx L   are tiny and can be ignored.
This machining error includes the kinematic errors of
Machining test 3
The error-sensitive direction is -Y F , it can be represented by the vector r 1 =[0 -1 0]. The position vector of the workpiece in the direction of -Y F can be obtained:
When  =+90°， 180     , the value of the center point on the surface of the workpiece in the direction of -Y F is Y 2 . When  =0°， 0   , the value of the center point on the surface of the workpiece in the direction of -Y F is Y 1 .The difference of the position vector in the direction of +Z F between the workpice when the rotary table is moving and the workpice when the rotary table is stationary can be obtained:
Through matrix calculation, we can obtain:
In the machining process, there is a distance of L of the tool in the distance of +X F . and there is a distance of H of the tool in the distance of +Z F . So the actual machining error is: 
Conclusions
To identify the kinematic error of five-axis machine tool rotary table, several machining test paths were designed. The function relationship between the kinematic errors and the machining errors in the corresponding error sensitive direction was deduced, and 3 kinematic errors can be separated from the machining tests in theory. Actually, there may be several possible machining tests which are sensitive to one kinematic error. To improve the efficiency and precision of the kinematic errors identification, further analysis and experiment should be carried out to compare and choose a better machining test pattern.
